Automotive Chargers

Automatic Multi Stage Smart Battery Charger

**Automatic multi stage smart battery chargers.** For all vehicle & deep cycle 12 volt batteries. Microprocessor-controlled high frequency switching mode.

**Multi-Stage Charging:**
- Soft start, gentle ramp-up, then bulk charge, at a constant current rate, then absorption charge, at a constant voltage, then maintenance stage, float pulse charging prolongs battery life.
- Quick change cord-sets, battery clips or ring terminals.
- Selectable battery type: WET, GEL, AGM, Calcium Battery rejuvenation (desulfation) function.
- Ideal for winter battery maintaining.
- Heavy-duty cables.
- Protected for: short circuit; reverse polarity; and overload.
- Internal thermal overload protection.
- Battery thermal run away protection.
- Packaged in plastic clam shell with graphic usage icons.
- UL/U/L/BC listed.

**CM6A, CM12A**
- **CM6A** Dimensions: 7.44”L x 3.86”W x 2.01”H.
- **CM12A** Dimensions: 8.54”L x 4.06”W x 2.28”H.

Chargers available for other currents and voltages, contact factory.

Model CM6A Shown

Model CM12A Shown

**NOTE:** Chargers available for other currents and voltages, contact factory.

Airplane Ground Power Supply & Automatic Charger With Connectors For Cessna Or Piper

- Portable power supply for operating avionics on the ground without draining the battery (not meant for engine starting).
- Charge control: constant current charge to a constant voltage, then to a float standby.
- Current limiting.
- Fully automatic, 3 stage charger can be left on the battery in maintaining/floating mode.
- Gel/AGM selection for airplane battery types.
- Low voltage start: will start charging a deeply discharged battery with low terminal voltage.
- Short circuit proof.
- Aluminum case.
- Red LED indicates AC power On, yellow LED power output/charging, green LED charged/Float.
- Available with standard connectors or custom, contact Schauer.

**JAC2512, JAC2024H**
- **JAC2512** 25 AMPS 12 VOLTS 10”w x 7.5”h x 3”d 6.5 lbs.
- **JAC2024H** 20 AMPS 24 VOLTS 10”w x 7.5”h x 3”d 6.5 lbs.

**Model JAC2512, JAC2024H**

Chargers available for other currents and voltages, contact factory.

**NOTE:** Specify DC connector with order. NOTE: Extended battery charging adapter available, contact Schauer.